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♦♦ LLIMEIME is the result of a development process integrating is the result of a development process integrating 
formal modeling, implementation, and application formal modeling, implementation, and application 
developmentdevelopment

The Making of LThe Making of LIMEIME

Transiently Shared Tuple Spaces

Context Transparency
Tuple migration 
Location transparent ops

Context Awareness
Tuple location
Location aware ops

System Configuration 
Access
LIMESYSTEM tuple space

Reactivity
Strong
Weak
ONCE/ONCEPERTUPLE
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RREDEDRROVEROVER: : 
virtual games in physical spacevirtual games in physical space

♦♦ Distinguishing characteristic:Distinguishing characteristic: An application where An application where 
transient interactions among mobile users are central transient interactions among mobile users are central 
(similar to disaster recovery or robot environment (similar to disaster recovery or robot environment 
discovery) discovery) 

♦♦ Maintains a consistent Maintains a consistent 
view of the current system view of the current system 
configuration: configuration: who else is aroundwho else is around

♦♦ Players request information on Players request information on 
demand from specific connected demand from specific connected 
players, as well as register interest players, as well as register interest 
for special data from for special data from anyany playerplayer
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Using LUsing LIMEIME in Rin REDEDRROVEROVER

♦♦ TheThe reactive modelreactive model employed varies according to employed varies according to 
the required consistencythe required consistency
♦♦ Strong reactions definitively show who is connectedStrong reactions definitively show who is connected
♦♦ Weak reactions allow tracking of location with a reasonable Weak reactions allow tracking of location with a reasonable 

threshold of accuracythreshold of accuracy

♦♦ The style ofThe style of data accessdata access varies according to the type varies according to the type 
of dataof data
♦♦ LocationLocation--independent access for general data (e.g. flags)independent access for general data (e.g. flags)
♦♦ LocationLocation--specific access or data whose source is known specific access or data whose source is known 

(e.g. player picture)(e.g. player picture)
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RROAMINGOAMINGJJIGSAWIGSAW::
a multia multi--player puzzleplayer puzzle

♦♦ Distinguishing characteristic:Distinguishing characteristic: a mobile application a mobile application 
where the limited availability of shared information due where the limited availability of shared information due 
to mobility is central (similar to to mobility is central (similar to CSCWCSCW scenarios)scenarios)

♦♦ Allows players to work while disconnected to assemble Allows players to work while disconnected to assemble 
parts of the puzzleparts of the puzzle

♦♦ Maintains a Maintains a weakly consistentweakly consistent view of global progress view of global progress 
toward the overall puzzle solutiontoward the overall puzzle solution
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Using LUsing LIMEIME in Rin ROAMINGOAMINGJJIGSAWIGSAW

♦♦ Transient sharing of tuple spaces allows transparent Transient sharing of tuple spaces allows transparent 
access to the set of puzzle pieces that changes access to the set of puzzle pieces that changes 
according to connectivity according to connectivity 

♦♦ A A singlesingle LLIMEIME weak reaction is sufficient to maintain weak reaction is sufficient to maintain 
weakly consistent view of the puzzleweakly consistent view of the puzzle
♦♦ while connected, updates are propagatedwhile connected, updates are propagated
♦♦ upon reconnection, disparate views are reconciledupon reconnection, disparate views are reconciled
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LimeTupleSpace LimeTupleSpace APIAPI

Basic 
Ops

React-
ion
Ops
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Reaction APIReaction API
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Some Lessons Learned …Some Lessons Learned …

♦♦ “Most computation exploits Linda operations”“Most computation exploits Linda operations”
Instead, most of programming exploits reactionsInstead, most of programming exploits reactions

♦♦ “The “The LimeSystemLimeSystem is nice, but not essentialis nice, but not essential
Instead, the Instead, the LimeSystemLimeSystem was key in developing was key in developing 
RREDEDRROVEROVER

♦♦ “We are forced to introduce weak reactions”“We are forced to introduce weak reactions”
Weak reactions on the federated tuple space are an Weak reactions on the federated tuple space are an 
extremely powerful tool, and a good compromise extremely powerful tool, and a good compromise 
between expressiveness and overheadbetween expressiveness and overhead
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… and Some Reflections… and Some Reflections

♦♦ Is there a programming style induced by LIs there a programming style induced by LIMEIME? ? 
♦♦ Proactive vs. reactive programmingProactive vs. reactive programming
♦♦ Tuple space as data repository vs. coordination mechanismTuple space as data repository vs. coordination mechanism

♦♦ What are the right atomicity constraints? What are the right atomicity constraints? 
♦♦ Do we need a separate notion of transaction? Do we need a separate notion of transaction? 

♦♦ Are tuple spaces the right abstraction?Are tuple spaces the right abstraction?
♦♦ Other kinds of Other kinds of “global virtual data structures” “global virtual data structures” may be may be 

useful as welluseful as well

♦♦ Can the model be applied back to a wired setting?Can the model be applied back to a wired setting?
♦♦ Sharing abstractions for largeSharing abstractions for large--scale networksscale networks
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Some LIME ExtensionsSome LIME Extensions

♦♦ Tuple space code repositoryTuple space code repository
♦♦ Extend Java class loader to look into the tuple spaceExtend Java class loader to look into the tuple space

♦♦ Event distributionEvent distribution
♦♦ Modeling pub/sub on top of tuple spacesModeling pub/sub on top of tuple spaces

♦♦ Service provisionService provision
♦♦ Providing service discovery in MANETProviding service discovery in MANET
♦♦ Service repository is a tuple spaceService repository is a tuple space
♦♦ Lookup is a queryLookup is a query

♦♦ Secure tuple space sharingSecure tuple space sharing
♦♦ Protect tuple spaces with passwordsProtect tuple spaces with passwords
♦♦ Provide password protection for individual tuplesProvide password protection for individual tuples
♦♦ Reuse passwords to secure the communicationReuse passwords to secure the communication
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Future Directions of LFuture Directions of LIMEIME

♦♦ CacheCache data for improved access, both during connection data for improved access, both during connection 
and when disconnected, extending data contextand when disconnected, extending data context

♦♦ Reduce reliance on announced disconnection, weakening Reduce reliance on announced disconnection, weakening 
the guarantees provided by the model, increasing the guarantees provided by the model, increasing fault fault 
tolerancetolerance
♦ Initial work on “Safe Distance”

♦♦ AgentAgent--centeredcentered view of contextview of context
♦♦ Instead of all agents seeing the same federated tuple space, buiInstead of all agents seeing the same federated tuple space, build ld 

each agent’s context independentlyeach agent’s context independently
♦♦ Incorporate location into context definition and queries, e.g., Incorporate location into context definition and queries, e.g., agent agent 

sees other agents within 1 mile radius or queries for data withisees other agents within 1 mile radius or queries for data within a n a 
given radiusgiven radius

LLIMEIME: Summary: Summary

♦♦ LLIMEIME adapts the adapts the coordinationcoordination primitives provided by Linda to the primitives provided by Linda to the 
domain of physical and logical mobilitydomain of physical and logical mobility

♦♦ Application programmers found it easy to think about mobility inApplication programmers found it easy to think about mobility in
terms of these abstractionsterms of these abstractions

♦♦ LLIMEIME balancesbalances the ease of programming with the ability to the ease of programming with the ability to 
control the environmentcontrol the environment

♦♦ LLIME IME is the result of a development process integrating formal is the result of a development process integrating formal 
modeling, implementation, and application developmentmodeling, implementation, and application development

http://lime.sourceforge.net
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Global Virtual Data StructuresGlobal Virtual Data Structures
♦♦ The notion of global virtual data structure (GVDS) lifts The notion of global virtual data structure (GVDS) lifts 

the previous assumptions:the previous assumptions:
♦♦ the data structure is no longer indivisible: the data structure is no longer indivisible: 

each of the coordinated agents is associated with a fragment of each of the coordinated agents is associated with a fragment of 
the global data structurethe global data structure

♦♦ the data structure is no longer persistent:the data structure is no longer persistent:
it is transiently and dynamically reconstructed by sharing the it is transiently and dynamically reconstructed by sharing the 
fragments contributed by the coordinated agentsfragments contributed by the coordinated agents

♦♦ the data structure is no longer globally available:the data structure is no longer globally available:
only some of the coordinated agents (typically based on some only some of the coordinated agents (typically based on some 
notion of connectivity) are allowed to participate in the notion of connectivity) are allowed to participate in the 
transient sharing of the data structuretransient sharing of the data structure
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GVDS Incarnations GVDS Incarnations –– 2: 2: 
PeerWarePeerWare

♦♦ Based on treesBased on trees
♦♦ Nodes provide Nodes provide scopingscoping

♦♦ No direct support for No direct support for 
locationlocation--aware primitivesaware primitives
♦♦ Delegated to traditional Delegated to traditional 

middleware, e.g., RMImiddleware, e.g., RMI

♦♦ Explicitly separates the Explicitly separates the 
local data structure from local data structure from 
the GVDSthe GVDS

♦♦ Weak atomicity guaranteesWeak atomicity guarantees
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GVDS Incarnations GVDS Incarnations –– 3: 3: 
XMIDDLEXMIDDLE

♦♦ Based on tree, but with a different partitioningBased on tree, but with a different partitioning
♦♦ The goal is to support offline computation:The goal is to support offline computation:

♦♦ Emphasis on Emphasis on pairwise pairwise communication rather than global communication rather than global 
accessaccess

♦♦ Replication provides some degree of access to GVDS data Replication provides some degree of access to GVDS data 
in absence of connectivityin absence of connectivity

Host A Host B Host C
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GVDS AssetsGVDS Assets
♦♦ In coordination models exploiting the notion of GVDS:In coordination models exploiting the notion of GVDS:

♦♦ The association between the coordination context contributed by The association between the coordination context contributed by a a 
given agent and the agent itself is now made explicitgiven agent and the agent itself is now made explicit

♦♦ The resulting style of coordination draws a distinction between The resulting style of coordination draws a distinction between the the 
information immediately available to an agent and the one that cinformation immediately available to an agent and the one that can be an be 
requested from othersrequested from others

♦♦ Still, the benefits of coordination, e.g., the decoupling of  Still, the benefits of coordination, e.g., the decoupling of  
communication from behavior, are retainedcommunication from behavior, are retained

♦♦ Hence, GVDS fosters a coordination style where:Hence, GVDS fosters a coordination style where:
♦♦ coordination is defined entirely in terms of the coordinated agecoordination is defined entirely in terms of the coordinated agents, nts, 

without reliance on some external entitywithout reliance on some external entity
♦♦ the coordination context is automatically and dynamically reconfthe coordination context is automatically and dynamically reconfigured igured 
♦♦ coordination is achieved through local actions that have a globacoordination is achieved through local actions that have a global effectl effect

♦♦ The conjecture is that these characteristics are going to:The conjecture is that these characteristics are going to:
♦♦ simplify the task of building (and reasoning about) applicationssimplify the task of building (and reasoning about) applications that …that …
♦♦ … are built out of autonomous components …… are built out of autonomous components …
♦♦ … whose relationships are dynamically and frequently reconfigure… whose relationships are dynamically and frequently reconfiguredd
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Design Alternatives Design Alternatives 
♦♦ Choice of the data structureChoice of the data structure

♦♦ Sets, bags, trees, graphs, matrices, …Sets, bags, trees, graphs, matrices, …
♦♦ May affect the efficiency and/or complexity of the implementatioMay affect the efficiency and/or complexity of the implementationn

♦♦ Choice of operations Choice of operations 
♦♦ Local vs. globalLocal vs. global
♦♦ Query vs. manipulationQuery vs. manipulation
♦♦ Proactive vs. reactiveProactive vs. reactive
♦♦ Synchronous vs. asynchronousSynchronous vs. asynchronous

♦♦ Choice of the partitioning/merging criteriaChoice of the partitioning/merging criteria
♦♦ Superposition, union, composition, …Superposition, union, composition, …

♦♦ Choice of the enabling condition for sharingChoice of the enabling condition for sharing
♦♦ Based on connectivity Based on connectivity 

•• connectivity over space vs. connectivity over time for physical connectivity over space vs. connectivity over time for physical mobilitymobility
•• coco--location for logical mobilitylocation for logical mobility

♦♦ Possibly augmented by application constraintsPossibly augmented by application constraints
•• e.g., to deal with security, or with specific application constre.g., to deal with security, or with specific application constraintsaints
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Design Alternatives Design Alternatives –– cont’dcont’d
♦♦ Degree of symmetry and transitivityDegree of symmetry and transitivity

♦♦ Is everybody “seeing” the same content?Is everybody “seeing” the same content?
♦♦ Degree of atomicity Degree of atomicity 

♦♦ Strikes in when determining the semantics of operations, and theStrikes in when determining the semantics of operations, and their ir 
relationship to sharingrelationship to sharing

♦♦ Determines the extent to which one can treat the GVDS as a “locaDetermines the extent to which one can treat the GVDS as a “local” l” 
data structuredata structure

♦♦ Simplifying the programmer’s chore vs. delivering an efficient Simplifying the programmer’s chore vs. delivering an efficient 
implementationimplementation

♦♦ Degree of consistencyDegree of consistency
♦♦ Given two agents, how far can their perception of the GVDS driftGiven two agents, how far can their perception of the GVDS drift??
♦♦ The answer to this question often implies the use of caching andThe answer to this question often implies the use of caching and

replication schemesreplication schemes
♦♦ Degree of knowledge about the system configurationDegree of knowledge about the system configuration

♦♦ System information can be represented in a GVDS, too System information can be represented in a GVDS, too 
♦♦ Degree of persistencyDegree of persistency

♦♦ If a portion of the system is known to be stable, how can we expIf a portion of the system is known to be stable, how can we exploit it? loit it? 
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Research IssuesResearch Issues

♦♦ What is the good balance to strike among the design What is the good balance to strike among the design 
alternatives? alternatives? 
♦♦ Relationship with other middleware approaches and resultsRelationship with other middleware approaches and results

♦♦ Is there a “unifying theory” of GVDS?Is there a “unifying theory” of GVDS?
♦♦ Is it possible to separate the issues related with distribution Is it possible to separate the issues related with distribution 

from those intimately connected to the data structure chosen? from those intimately connected to the data structure chosen? 
♦♦ A positive answer could lead to a middleware supporting A positive answer could lead to a middleware supporting 

instantiations of GVDS with different data structuresinstantiations of GVDS with different data structures

♦♦ What is the relationship between GVDS and security? What is the relationship between GVDS and security? 
♦♦ What is the impact of the GVDS abstraction on formal What is the impact of the GVDS abstraction on formal 

reasoning and verification?reasoning and verification?
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GVDS SummaryGVDS Summary

♦♦ Global virtual data structures are a novel Global virtual data structures are a novel 
coordination paradigm targeted at highly dynamic coordination paradigm targeted at highly dynamic 
environmentsenvironments

♦♦ GVDS is not meant to be a new model by itself: GVDS is not meant to be a new model by itself: 
instead, it is meant to be the driving concept instead, it is meant to be the driving concept 
behind a new family of coordination modelsbehind a new family of coordination models

♦♦ While some incarnations of GVDS are already While some incarnations of GVDS are already 
available, only a fraction of the design space has available, only a fraction of the design space has 
been explored so farbeen explored so far


